Parkwood Residents Association
…working for our community…

Fall 2021 Newsletter
Next Meeting: Monday, October 18, 2021, 7:30 pm on Zoom
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PRA FALL MEETING
Come to what will be a very interesting Fall PRA Meeting. We will be joined by Councilmember Andrew
Friedson, who represents us on the Montgomery County Council, and by Delegate Al Carr who represents
us in the Maryland General Assembly. The agenda will be anything we want to ask our speakers -- e.g.,
Council action on Thrive 2050? Prospects for a comprehensive environment bill in the coming General
Assembly 2022 session? Storm water management? State and County funding for schools? What else is on
your mind?
Please send me an email if you would like to attend so I can send you the Zoom link:
jeff@jandjgriffith.com. Include any questions you want to ask so I can be sure they are addressed.

.
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MEET YOUR NEIGHBOR:
Graciela Aponte-Diaz
“I can make a difference.” That is what she thought
to herself while she was taking a course on
government and politics at the University of
Maryland and learning about the effects of money
and its corrupting influence. Since then, she has
worked at the local, state, and national level on
economic justice issues. She has counseled firsttime homebuyers about credit and mortgages and
worked on legislation to eliminate predatory lending
practices. Meet Graciela Aponte-Diaz, a person
who is passionate about her work.
She grew up in Hyattsville and Silver Spring. Her
mother immigrated from Peru in the mid-70s, and
her dad moved to DC from Puerto Rico. She lived
on the border of Montgomery and Prince George’s
Counties, in the furthest part of Montgomery and
still in it. The advantage was that she could still go
to Montgomery County schools, which she says
meant that she had the chance to get an education
from one of the best school systems in the country.
Graciela met Ruben, her future husband, at the
Langley Park community center when they were
teenagers. She was at dance practice with a Puerto
Rican folkloric dance group, and he was
“…hanging out with his friends trying to stay out of
trouble.” This was before cell phones, so he sent
her a handwritten note with a friend to her high
school. They stayed friends for a decade while they
went to college, both at the University of Maryland,
and “…became who we were going to be…”. They
started dating again in their late 20s and got married
in their early 30s.
Ruben was born in Chile, but his family came here
when he was two-years old because of their fear of
the Pinochet regime. Because they had both lived
in Maryland all their lives, including the time they
were in college, they felt the need for change.
Graciela’s job took her to California on business
trips, and after being in San Diego and Los Angeles,
she found that she really loved the Bay Area. So,
she called Ruben and said, “This is it!” And even
though he had never been there, he said “Then,
we’re outta here!” He had always wanted to be in
California, so off they went. Six months later they
had found a place to live and were both working.

They loved living in the Bay Area and stayed for
nearly a decade. The people were friendly, they had
both found great jobs, they bought a home, and had
a daughter in 2015. Everything was going well but
they decided

that they needed to return to Maryland to be closer
to their families – and the wildfires did scare them a
lot. Their timing was fortunate because they came
home just at the start of the Covid shut down when
there were two grandmothers here ready and willing
to help with the little one while Graciela and Ruben
kept on with their jobs. Graciela stayed on with the
Center for Responsible Lending where she is now
the Interim Vice President and Director of Federal
Advocacy.
They looked for a home in Montgomery County
because of the schools and because Graciela wanted
to be close to DC for her work. Graciela narrowed
their search down to Bethesda and then to
Parkwood. She came here and saw the house on
Wildwood that they finally bought. As she was
looking at the house, someone from Parkwood
happened to pass by and asked if she was thinking
about buying the house. The person then proceeded
to tell her what a great neighborhood it was, that the
Rock Creek path was just at the end of the street,
and “…Oh, by the way, there is my daughter
jogging…” Graciela felt like Parkwood had found
out that she was interested in the neighborhood and
had sent out its welcoming committee. Ruben was
still in California, but Graciela showed him the
house via Facetime and in the same way they had
moved to California, Ruben again said “Then we’re
outta here!”.
But back to Graciela’s career. After graduation, she
worked in the office of Congressman Albert Wynn
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(MD). There she had what she describes as her first
experience being tokenized. On the weekend before
she had even begun her job, the Congressman told
her that he wanted her to ride next to him in his car
during a parade in downtown Silver Spring. She
thought to herself that she had worked very hard to
get this job, and he wants me to ride next to him in
this parade because she was his only Latina staffer.
After working in the district office for Congressman
Wynn, she joined the staff of Congresswoman
Nydia Valazquez (NY) from Brooklyn and worked
on Capitol Hill. It was intense work, beginning at 8
in the morning sometimes going until midnight,
then back again at 8.
Eventually she decided she needed a break and took
a job with Housing Initiatives Partnership [HIP] a
Prince George’s non-profit, which helped people
learn how to purchase a home for the first time in
their lives. She was able to land this job partly
because, as she explained to her interviewer, she
was actually a homeowner herself, having helped
her mother buy her own house. She was able to do
this because she had established her own credit and
saved [“scraped together”, to use her words] enough
for the down payment.
It was during her work at HIP that she developed
her passion for fighting against predatory lending
practices, which was widespread at the time. Sadly,
her work expanded from advising people on how to
buy a home to counseling people who were going
through foreclosure. She would look at their
mortgage documents and realize how terribly they
had been taken advantage of. It was stressful work
as she realized that if she left work at 6pm, someone
might lose their home. Eventually she came to
realize that this was a national problem and not just
one in Prince George’s County.
This passion led to her becoming engaged at the
national level again and she joined a Latino civil
rights organization, UnidosUS. In one memorable
encounter, she joined civil rights groups that were
meeting with Gene Sperling, Director of the White
House’s National Economic Council under
President Obama. The group was upset that despite
the Administration’s promises to help 4 million
people who were facing foreclosure because of
predatory lending, only 600 thousand had been

aided while the banks and other financial
institutions were being bailed out. Graciela got
emotional sharing stories about families she met
that lost their homes. So emotional that she could
not speak any further. After the meeting, they took
her to meet Valerie Jarrett, a Senior Advisor to the
President, who complimented her on her passion.
As a result of that meeting, critical improvements
were made in the program and more people were
helped. After she and Ruben moved to California,
Graciela went to work for the Center for
Responsible Lending [CRL]. She worked on
similar mortgage issues but also student loan debt,
credit cards, payday loans, etc. She became the
Director of California Policy at CRL where she led
a campaign on a state bill to cap interest rates at
36%. That may sound high to us but at the time,
many loans had rates of 150%, often secured with
people’s cars, which they would lose when they
defaulted. The bill was signed by the California
governor on the Friday before Graciela returned
home and moved into Parkwood.

And about Parkwood. “For sure it feels like a
majority white neighborhood. We grew up in
apartments in majority Latino and Black
neighborhoods; only two white families lived there.
We were not with majority white kids until our
middle school. It was not until then that she
realized that she was different.
Here it feels a little like that. Everyone we meet is
very nice, but there have been listserve arguments
that show that there is not a full understanding of
the struggles that black and brown families have
been through and continue to live. It was pretty
crazy to be here when the George Floyd killing
happened during the pandemic because it brought
up so many feelings. I remember when Ruben put
up some artwork on our driveway, we wondered if
it was OK to say this? The artwork said, ‘I can’t
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breathe.’ I felt uncomfortable. I said I don’t know
if we should do this in this neighborhood and there
were a lot of arguments on the listserve. I felt like
we should say things to help people understand, but
this is where I live, and I would just like peace and
not put all my business in the neighborhood.
“I remember a Black gentleman came to do some
maintenance work at our house during that time and
he said, ‘You put this artwork up here?’ And he was
so happy. And he asked, ‘Are you getting crap for
this, and I said no, it is fine. But it felt like we
could help by just voicing some of those feelings
that people have. It has been a rough time,
balancing how much you push back and how much
you just let go.”

Annual Train Show
The annual exhibition of model trains, sponsored by
the Ditto Group, returned to the Kensington Town
Hall in September, much to the delight of children
and parents, and undoubtedly the National Capital
Trackers, who devote many hours to creating the
exhibition. Proceeds from the show benefit Noyes
Children’s Library Foundation and the Kensington
Historical Society.

“I love the location. It feels safe to live here. When
we do tell our friends who live in different areas

that are not Bethesda, they say, ‘Oh do we need a
special pass to visit you’. So, they do make fun of
us for living here and it’s pretty funny”
Playhouse that they got from a neighbor on the PRA
“awesome” listserve

“We are happy to live here and are thankful to those
who fought against the injustices that made it
difficult for Black and Latino families to purchase
homes here before.” [Ed. Note: This would have
been because of the restrictive covenants on some
homes in Parkwood that were in effect in the past.
These are now illegal.]
A belated “Welcome to Parkwood” to Graciela and
Ruben and your little one!
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UPDATES ON COMMUNITY ISSUES
This section updates the status of issues and
developments that affect Parkwood and its
residents. More detailed information and
background can be found on each issue on the PRA
website.
Development Projects: Silver Creek Senior Living
62+ [formerly Knowles Manor] on Knowles
Avenue opposite Strosniders is now taking
applications for residency. Monthly rentals are
$1,370 for a 1-BR and $1,757 for a 2-BR apartment.
Modena by Solera Senior Living, an independent,
assisted living, and memory care complex of 135
luxury units located adjacent to the Kensington train
station, is also taking applications for residency.
Kensington Crossing, a proposed 11,000 sq ft retail
development at 10619 Connecticut Ave. at the
corner of Connecticut Ave and Plyers Mill Rd, will
have a hearing before the Planning Board
tentatively scheduled for February 3, 2022 to obtain
public comments on the developer’s application.
Environment: On 09/28/2021 the County Council
approved the Executive’s regulation adopting the
International Green Construction Code that
governs all new buildings over 5,000 square feet.
[see staff report]. Wind power: The Maryland
Public Service Commission will take written
testimony until Nov. 19 on proposals by the two
companies to build wind turbines off the coast of
Ocean City. The agency has promised to make a
decision on the bids by Dec. 18. See this article in
Maryland Matters for more information.
Politics and Policies: In May, the Council passed
the County budget for 2022. See press release and
summary here. The County Executive’s budget for
FY2022 recommended no tax-rate increases,
includes a reorganization of the county’s police
department, and targets funding to support recovery
from the pandemic. Some Councilmembers have
expressed concerns over the reliance on federal
funding, which they feel is uncertain in the future.
State budget: Maryland is ending the fiscal year
with a $2.5 billion balance, largely attributable to a
windfall in tax revenue, according to state analysts.
For more background see this article.

heavier traffic in 2045 — but less congestion —
under the proposal to add toll lanes to portions of
interstates 495 and 270 in Montgomery County. A
losing bidder on a Maryland contract to design
billions of dollars’ worth of toll lanes for the Capital
Beltway and Interstate 270 has asked that a
Montgomery County judge review the state’s
decision to award the project to another team.
Purple Line: Maryland transit officials have
announced a plan to have a new construction team
in place by mid-February to resume work to
complete the Purple Line, replacing the contractor
that quit a year ago amid cost disputes with the
state. A new schedule for completion will not be
available until after the new contractor has been
selected.
Schools: The County Executive has decided to
eliminate the School Resource Officer [SRO]
program, which placed police officers in county
schools. Instead, groups of police called
“community engagement officers” will be patrolling
the areas around schools. The officers may be told
by the department’s central dispatch system to
respond to incidents on campus, when necessary,
but they will not be in direct communication with
school officials.
Thrive 2050: In October the Planning Board
published its response to many of the criticisms
that the Thrive 2050 plan has received. Cost
Estimate: The county’s Office of Management and
Budget determined in a draft fiscal impact statement
that, at the lowest cost scenarios, Thrive
Montgomery 2050 would increase the county’s
capital costs by about $6.4 billion over roughly 29
years, or about $220 million annually. The analysis
and corresponding memo, however, noted that
because Thrive Montgomery 2050 is a broad,
conceptual plan, cost estimates are based on many
assumptions. Council Action: The County Council
Planning, Housing and Economic Development
(PHED) Committee currently expects to complete
its public work sessions by October 18.

Transportation: 495/27: A new study reported by
the MD Department of Transportation projects
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How can we reduce our use of plastic?
Gerald Sharp
We’ve all heard about plastic floating in the ocean
and building up in our landfills or being incinerated,
all of which add to our problem of global warming.
So what can we do about it?
The number one thing we can do here in Maryland
is convince our county and state representatives to
take action to reduce the use of plastic in packaging
and in the bottles, jars, and other containers we buy.
A bottle bill to place a small deposit on bottles and
cans was once again proposed in the Maryland
legislature this year, but it did not make it out of
committee, so our legislators did not even vote on
it. In contrast, Maine passed a law banning plastic
bags and polystyrene food packaging that went into
effect in July; that state also passed a law requiring
manufacturers to pay for plastic takeback programs
and to develop more sustainable product designs.
Without legislation like this, it’s impossible for
consumers to avoid buying products in plastic
containers, but, as consumers, we can make some
choices in at least buying products in containers
that are more likely to be recycled.
So what are the best choices to make in the grocery
store? Consumer Reports (CR) dedicated 8 pages to
the plastic problem in their October issue. The
article cites an EPA estimate that in 2018, 16% of
plastic waste in the US was incinerated, and most of
the rest ended up in landfills, even though much of
it was dutifully put in recycling bins. The CR
article cites an EPA estimate that just 8.7% of
plastic that was discarded in 2018 was recycled.
Judith Enck, a former EPA regional administrator,
is quoted in the CR article saying, “Recycling is
sold as a means of not worrying about the problem.”
So why does just a small portion of the plastic we
dutifully put in our blue bins get recycled?
According to the CR article, the main reason
plastic does not get recycled is that it is far less
expensive to manufacture most plastics from
scratch rather than to recycle old plastic into
something new. Certain types of plastic, however,
are economically valuable and relatively easy to
recycle, mainly those labeled 1 or 2 in the triangle
code on the bottom; this includes the Type 1 PETE
plastic bottles, like those used for soda and water,
and Type 2 HDPE containers, such as milk jugs, but
according to CR, just 29% of these Type 1 and
Type 2 bottles and jugs were recycled in 2018. The
least recyclable plastic items are those with codes

from 3-7 in their
Type 1 PETE plastic, along
triangles. I looked
with #2, is most likely to be
recycled. Type 1 includes
through my
soda bottles, medicine jars,
refrigerator and
peanut & jelly jars, rope,
cabinets to see what
carpet & tote bags & combs.
plastic items sorted
into the various types,
and I found two
websites online that
describe the various
types of plastics.
Although many #1
water bottles are
PETE plastic and fall
into that more
recyclable #1
category, many are
not recycled, and in
Parkwood some can
be found floating in
Rock Creek. A much
better choice than
single use water
Type 2 HDPE plastic includes
bottles is to filter our
milk jugs, non-carbonated drink
tap water and use a
bottles, bleach bottles, shampoo
and conditioner bottles, motor
reusable container.
oil containers, toys & 5 gallon
Most bottled water is
buckets
just someone else’s
tap water, unfiltered,
so filtering your own
and using a reusable
container is a better
choice.
Adam Ortiz, director of
Director of the
Montgomery County
Department of
Environmental
Protection, has a video
on YouTube that
explains the ins and
outs of recycling.
Cindy Peña,
Communications Manager for the department, said
that the county currently receives about $850 a ton
for Types 1 and 2 plastic and about $1,150 per ton
for aluminum.
She said #6 plastic is not recyclable in
Montgomery County and should go in the trash.
Type 6 plastic includes red solo cups, disposable
insulated coffee cups, plastic cutlery, plastic food
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boxes and trays, and packing foam. Ms. Peña also
said, Glass containers should be avoided, when
possible. It’s recyclable, but the county pays a
processing fee to recycle it and loses money.
She said Types 3-7 plastics need to go into our blue
bins, except for that problematic Type 6, but she
didn’t say how much the county is paid for it or
how much is actually recycled. Nationwide, we
know that most Types 3-7 plastic is not recycled,
and it’s best to avoid buying it when possible. Ms.
Peña emphasizes that we need to buy drinks in
aluminum when we can. It’s valuable and likely to
be recycled.

THIS

A guide to choices you can make as a consumer:

THIS

AND THIS

NOT THIS
This paper plate is better than a plastic
one, since at least it’s biodegradable.
Plastic cutlery falls into that #6
category that cannot be recycled; it
needs to go in the trash. But why not
just wash ceramic dishes and metal
cutlery and use a cloth napkin?

NOT THESE
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KENSINGTON VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT COMMEMORATES
9/11
It is always painful to remember, but thanks to the work of the members of the Kensington Volunteer Fire
Department [KVFD], we shall never forget. This dedicated group created a memorial to the events of that day
and to the men and women who gave their lives trying to save the lives of others. The story of how the
memorial came about through the selfless efforts of many in the community was featured in the Fall 2017 PRA
Winter Newsletter, starting on page 3.
On Saturday, September 11, 2021, the KVFD held a moving commemoration of that day and of the role that
they played in responding to the tragedy at the Pentagon when one of the planes taken over by terrorists crashed
there. A video of the ceremony held this past September at the station can be seen on Youtube through this
link: youtu.be/0iarkCq8-C4. The video begins with a long period of silence followed by the national anthem
and then speakers
Here are just a few of the words spoken and a few photos taken at the KVFD on September 11, 2021.

Montgomery
County Fire
Fighters Pipes
and Drums

…We commemorate the loss of 2977 souls, 343 of whom were
FDNY heroes who ran into harm’s way, but never returned,
instantly creating orphans and widowed spouses.
…Their horrific loss is reflected in this twisted scarred burned
girder from the point of impact of the north tower, in this piece of
damaged façade from the attack on the pentagon, and in this
plaque for Shanksville. Steven Semler, chair of this ceremony and
chair of the committee that created the memorial.

Firefighter James
Bennett rings the
“firefighter’s
bell”, which
honors the
firefighters who
died on Sept. 11,
2001, as well as
those who
returned from
duty safely.
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Senator Chris Van Hollen spoke of the need to renew the
spirit that brought us all together in the aftermath of the
tragic day.

Jeremy Bash, former Chief of Staff of the CIA,
spoke of being in the nerve center during the hunt
for and killing of Osama Bin Laden.

Even as participants in the commemorative service bowed heads in a moment of
silence, the KVFD continued to respond to yet another emergency.
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Paint the Town Labor Day Show 2021
The annual exhibition of the Montgomery County Art Association was back at the Kensington Town Hall this
September. With apologies to the artists because my photographic skills are far below their artistic skills, here
are a few of the works that I enjoyed seeing. Don’t miss it next year.
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Parkwood Music
Live music returned to Parkwood this fall thanks to Brian and Helen Ruberry. The Vi-Kings performed on
Thornwood Court and the crowd danced away. The very next day there was another large gathering at Warner
Circle Park in the late afternoon to hear Opera in the Circle, sponsored by MBO Settlements and Dream Team
Residential.

The Vi-Kings played some our favorites from the 60s and 70s…

…while the crowd “really grooved”

The Crowd was so large at the opera that this
Little girl decided to take a closer look.
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Labor Day Festival
Got to meet lots of politicians and interesting groups at the annual Labor Day Festival in Kensington but here
are two of the things I liked the best.

Local Boy Scout Troop 439 served up the usual good hotdogs.

Seated with her hat on is Carolyn Truby, CBA [That’s Certified Balloon Artist] of
TRU

B

LOONS
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